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Abstract

classical psychometric, latent ,trait,

analyze 13- and 14-item scales of English language profi-
,

of English listening comprehension (dictation) and reading

e constructed by modifying the standard dictation testing

of text. segments which varied widely in both

length and
,

h the .dictation and copytest were fotind to be
?-1,t4 1 ' % ;

homogeneou
i

is; ,CumuliatiVe .SCantsP`i,'language proficiency with, high reliability
, , t :-, . ;i't1 . , ,

and Validity. Log' ability scores.r provided. by AasCh analyses were found to
. .

correlate better with other measures: of langua'ge proficiency- than did the

dictation copytestopytest raw scores. These findings :indicate the. two,

language testing techntiqueS investigated provide a useful innocwative,

to measuring general aspects pf language. proficiency. -TiWtheo.

and practical advantages of this approach over other
t ., ',"..p-dficiency measurement techniques are cliscuss d as well as implicatiO:

for me'dsui^ing".larlouage proficiency and other cognitive variabt s..
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.i The Construgtion 'and Analysis rtf Sho Scales of Language.

. a

Proficiency: ClagsiCal PSychometric, Latent Trait.; and

Nonparameiric Approiches

Both the theory and p actice of assessing sec nd laribuage proficiency

ha's undergone marked changes over- the last 40 -years._ .Spoisky (1978) has;

classified language testing theory and practices into three major trends or

periods to characterize the major changes wh ch have taken place in the

f ld.' The first "prescientific" period relied primarily on teachers' sub-_ ,

jective assessments of their. students' abili y to speak and/or write the

language. During this period, generally before the 1960s. in the U. S.,

there was little concern with ,the statistical _reliability or validity of Ian-
.

guage assessment but rather an assumption that anyone proficient enoUgh

to teach a langage would be qualified to assess students' proficiency

in it The publication of Lado's Language Testing in r961 marked the

beginning of a second era in language testing, the "psy-chometric-struc=
ztwralist" period, which was prinoily concerned with (a) constructing: tests,

which' tested knowledge b-rdiscrete uistic structures and rules, and

(b) doing so with donstrable statistical reliability and validity. Mo

recently, however; there has been a reaction against this approach result-
,

ing in what ,Spolsky has 'termed the "integrative-sociolinguistic' approach

to langbage testing which; while not disCqUnting the importance of psycho-
,"

metric reliability and validity, puts a major emphasis on testing language-'.

as a functional, coMmunicativ6., tool as used in genuine communicative

settings. '
It is bf particular interest to consider the dictation procedure, as a
k

language testing method from the perspective of theSe three different

approaches t 1ngufge testing. While, the practice 9f hpving students
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listen to and write down seconds.langtiage passages appears 10 haye 3 e n
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.1970s,

4

r was generally later ignOred by the true psychometric-str:uctui-al-
.

l_ado (1961, p. 34) describes dictation as a onr measure of.,lan,

guage proficiency since both the words and their, order :s' given by,the

examiner and since the context of the passage, may help: the recognition

istt.11

words which might not be recognized in isolation. howev.er,

Integrative-sociolinguistic approach to language testing has reyi

of dictatiOn which is now seen by many as a-convenient

d the U

f

valid landuade
;

testing procedure which provides a useful measure of general language

proficiency for those students who are familiar with the IN i-itten fOrin or the

"Much of the impetus for' the revival of dictatioc as a language testing

procedure has come 'from -the work of John 'Oiler- and.\ his associates who

have argued convincingly on both theoretical and empirical grgunds for the

convenience and validity of the dictation test (011er, 1972, 1979; Oiler &

Sireiff, 1975). 011er (1979; ,pp. 16-33) conceptualizes landuage proficiency
ras a 'pragm expectan-cy grammer i.e. , system of -4knowledge' and

rules which allow on to prediCt the forin of languade as it is being heard

or read whiCh. permits comprehension as a constructive (or active) cogni-
,

iv process (see NeiSser, 1967, Clark & Clark, 1977, and 'van Dijk &

Kintsch, 1983, for detailed theoretical considerations of language cbmpre-

hension as constructive predictive process) . thi/s view of language
.16

proficiency is supported by a number of em Heal s/tudies, (see Clark &

Clark, 1977; pp. 210-215) which have demo trated that (a) speech per-

ception is an active process; which requires 'the knowledge and use of

top-down contextual constraints, and (b) the accuracy of recall of audi-
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torily presented sentences similarly :depends On knowledge 'of =The Jexicar,

SyntaretioLses srasurassEms... $ zwIllIMISSELEM

reasons for which Lado criticized dictation (i.e., it provide context which

makes it easier to identify individual iwo'rds) may -be considered now to be °

dictation's most jimportant characteristic as a language testing procedure

sine it ,sensitive to one's integrative knowledge of the phonological,

syntactic, and Semanti systems of the languabe which permits its antici-

pation ...enabling both comprehension and production.

There also appear to, be a number of p ctical reasons for tt he renewed

popularity of the dictation procedure as a asure of second language

proficiency. A dictation , test is relatively easy to construct,' requiring

only' the location of a. passage of appropriate difficulty and style for the

students to be tested and its divisitin into segments (of Usually 7 to

12 words) for presentation. It is ,therefz re considerably easier to con-,

struct than multiple-choice tests (see 01 er, 1979, Chap. 9) and very

adaptable to the needs of individual classes. That is possible td create

a dictation test with relative ease using an expository or narrative text or

dialOgue in either a formal or informal .speech resister at an appropriate

level of difficulty (in terms of` syntactic structure, and vocabulary) includ--

ing appropriate content., This adaptability of the dictation procAure gives_

it a number of advantages over availab`ie standardized language tests,

particularly where formative evaluati s of students' progress are desired

and where- specialized language skills are emphasized (e.g., the ability to

read and write scientific articles in a specifiC technical field) .'

Nevertheless, there are a number of factors which limit thebsefulness

of the dictation procedure. Among these are:
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1. = In choosing, a text for a dictation pa'ssage,0 there is no simple

&r411""rd,C.41
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.lar concern when group of students representing a wide range of second
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language proficiency is to be tested.

2. While thd usual procedure for scoring dictation involves subtract-I

ing one point for each insertion,- deletion, permutation, and ',substitution at

the word level, here 'is no clear theoretical or empirica basis for this
044ce-.5Zparticular weighting. of all types of errors. Also,- tot dictation scores

which are equal may represent quite different pa erns of responses, total

test scores may not be. easily comparable among exami4ees. For example,

score of 70 on =a dictation test of 100 words may indicate quite different

levels of language proficiency depending on whether missed points are

primarily due . to (a) omitted or inserted content words (e.g., nouns,

verbs) which seriously affect. the comprehensibility of the passage (and

therefore would seem to indicate poor comprehension di the pasSage by the

examinee) o.r (b) omitted or inserted functors (e.g., articles, conjunc-

tions, prepositions) which are less imPortant to the -meaning of the text.

3. Although a dictation ,test' is .relativ.el easy, to construct and

it requires'consideraby more time and care to score than most

other. -test's. -rquiring written responses

tests) if 'each individual word is to be scored-

multiple-ctioice cloze

The dictation procedure is limited to meaSuring listening compre-
.

hensidn and therefore cannot be used to assess 'language proficiency .via

the modality of reading.,

Cziko (1982) felt that many of these shortcomings of the dictation

procedure for measuring second language proficiency could be eliminated

by making some basic chianges to the way in which dictation it normally
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administered and scored, and by developing an analogous testing procedure,
/

which involved reading instead of listening as used in the dictation procer-

dure. The pri cipal changes to, the dictatiOn procedure involved' .present-

ing segments of the test text t widely ,. varying lengths, from 2 to 21
Q

words, and scoring each rsegmei)t as a single item (right or wrong) instead
o.

of scoring' each individual word. Cziko's major findings (as they relate to .

the four limitations of the traditional dictation procedure described above)

were:.
ti

1: Varying the length of segments was effective in manipulating_

their difficulty resulting, in a dicttion test with a wide range of item
7

difficulties appropriate for testing"studen posseSsirig ide range of

language proficiency.
.

2. Awarding one point for each correct segment resultig.. in scores

based on relatively fair items with surprisingly high reliability and valid-

ity. In addition, the procedure resulting in .a Guttman scale of high

reproducibility; and scala ility so that any given tptal score presented with

few exceptions the same atter_n of responses to ,each individual ite,m (seg-

ment) .

3. Scoring by segment was found to be three to four °times 'aster

than the conveal word by word scoring procedure.

4. The analogous 'test_ involving reading and nWriting (called a.

o
spytest)administered to a smaller` of tudents did not lave coth-

.

parably high > reproducibility 'or scalability. No analysis' of its relia

validity was undertaken.

Sin e_one_of____the---ptImarypurposes-, of 6-zi1 o's(-1181) Stucly"T
L)ou

investigate whether this modification of the dictation procedure result

in a unidimensional, cumulative scale of language proficiency using Guttman,,,
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scalogram analysis, it should be mentioned here that Mokken ("1971,) Alas

noted a , number of problems associated with . th use of the

scalability most often used to lvaluate Guttman s ales rand , has *demon-
.,

OP

indices of

strated that thel index of - "test homogeneity (Fl) proposed by Loevinger

(1947, 1948) serves a a clearly better , criterion of scalability. Also,

Mokken (1971)

( H )

and .Mokken apd Lewis

s useful.

vidual items withi given scale of items.

The purpose of the present !study was ,to replicate ...the findings, o

in evalUating the

(1982) have described a new index

homogeneity and scalability of

. Cziko 11981j that the modifications to the standard ,dictation test described

above provide .a practical and cdrive pient procedure for obtaining reliable ,.., . .

and alid short scales, of language proficiency involVin9 listening and
, - -

reading. Unlike -the previous study,. three ifferentvapproaches .

Were used to an lyz the resulting scales of language proficiency. ',These
.'

.. ....

three approaphe 'included- (a) claSsical psychomeiric procedures for item
. ., '.:..

analysis arid reli bility estimation, (b) a- one-parameter latent trait (Basch)

model, _and' (c)

(1947, , 1950) and

cumulative,.

Moki<erp. (19711 an

_

honparametric, scoling aprJroach similar tO Guttman's

unidimensional,

rthar refined.

Loevinger (1947, 194.8) concepts. df

omogeneous scale ..INhich has been
N.

Mokken and Lewis (198?).
.

etlitki"

tdtal; of: .. students 'representing Jour ',levers of preficieneY iii
3c

took part n ts.: study% The beginning group (Group BEG, 13
r

) and the termediate group (Gropp INT, 12 students') were
'64

foreign 'adults, and y Ling adults studying 'at:....the ,Intensive .English InStitUte

(1E1) of the. Univers ty. Urba'na.-Champal3n.'1,'Or.oup:BEG had
-
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'scored at the lowest level on the Illinois PlaceMent Test ( IEPT) of

her, intermediate

Neither Group. BEG .nor Group !NT was enrbIled in regular"univer2--

city courses. The advanced group (Group ADV) were 25 fOreign students

enrolled in the University of Illinois who had scored high-enough on the

Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEF.L)r to be admitted to their

desired program, of study but not high enough to be exerript from courses

in. English as a second language (ESL). A group of native English speak-

NS 17. subjects) was Selected °from American undergraduatesers (Group

enrolled in a English 'rhetoric course. Thus, these four groups, of ..sub-

jests represented an extremely broad range of English .proficiency, 'varying

from extremely limited (Group BEG) to educated native-speaker

(Grpup NS).

MbteribIS

competence'

The text, used for both the -dictatipn and copytest was.,.an adapted.'..

version of the intros-Juctory paragraph to the articles entitled "Our Disap-,

pearing Wildlife" taken from a reader for intermediate and advanced. ESL

students, (LUgton, 1978y p. 221). 4k, fter pilot -testing the passage as a

dictation test with a smbll,nuMber of students comparable to :Students of

Group I NT; ..it was reviseds.oihat words which appeared to be too difficult
.

Were' either omitted or changed to more, common English synonyms.:

Since we wanted to create a set )of items representing a wide range of

difficulty;,,, a technique was sought to manipulate the, of the

spgrnend -.the passage which, were -to:-be used as test items. While it was

_...cecognized that:. a large number: of factors including segment length, vo-
-ic

Cab6lary..C4ifficult)i, syntactic "complexity; and 'speed. ,Of _presentation would
-'

all 'likely tinfluen,ce the ease "with a prose -segment could be; compre-

I

...
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heeded and recalled, it was apparent that manipulating tI4 length pf the
. .

.

segments- was by far the. most convenient way of providing a set of items

with widely ranging difficu4 I vels. Thus;; e test version of the passage:

consisted of 105 words divided into 13 - segments of generally increasing

length' ranging from 2 words (first ,segmeht) to 19. words (last segment;

see Appendix)`. These 1 ments were formed by diyiding the text, at

the natural diviSion points provided by 'phrase, -clause, or 'sentence bound-

aries.

Procedure,
1'

The administration of each test involved three complete' presentations

of- the test passage,,, either avciitorily via an. audiotape recording for the
1

. dictation) or visually, via

(fiar the 'copytest) .

ed transparencies on an overhead prtojector

Cr:entire testing session las.ted 'approximately
aminutes for each test and ) first.

..Hpresentatioft. of, the test pass.ae. during which the .entire: passage was

411

presented to the subjects without interruption; (c) the .second presentation

of.the test passage divided into segments whith%Included pauses at the end

of each of the 13 segments to allow the `students time to write, what they

had heard : or read, (d) the third presentation: f. the test Passage ilvith

of the passage to'allow

check and 'correct what they had written, and ( e ) . a 68-

pauses fat the end f each of .the seven -sentences

ird presentation for final corrections.

For all ditiation presentations of the 'test pagsage, the passage was

speed considered normal. fbr a careful oral reading of .a written

For all copytest presentations, the time taken to read; the text for
. . . . ,

the :dictatibb test . (oe portibriS of ..the :teicf.. for . the second, and_ third 'pre-

was used as the visual .presentation tome fdr the -text and ,



portions of the text; The- 1:engtic'of pauses used f

presentations were determin.ed by estimating -the

students, to write and correct their work. For ti

the length of each piuse in secdndsafter each segi

diviclin_g the number of letters in the, g'egment being

' preSentation.-. the -Length .of each. paue. in sect

cliViding,7tfiknumber of letters in the sentence being
o

Since :,tihe same pas*age
4

and since 'the sathe students took bOth -tests, ..the or

the tests was counterbalanced with aPproximately

taking the dictation test firSt and the remaining

;test firt. For all 'students; there-was:: an 'interVOI

the administra-tion of the, two teSts.t Both tests wer(

regular ESL class period to each of the four groups

was used for 'both: the

Scoring

For both the dictation and copytest,1 each of

Considered one item: Students were giVen one

written without error (including spelling ';e.rebrs.) 'w

score for each test.- Whi e -a number. of researcher

less strict .scoring procedure which- allows for son

gives at least. par tial-cred-k-to-respbns'es -refai

the test passage (see Oiler, 1979; Savignon, 1982)

prbcedure is relatively time consuming and likely 'tO

it requires a' subjective jucl4gment the part

errors should be given credit.- Also, Czik0 (1982)

segment .scorer .criterion used for a dictation test :di

with high reliability and 'validity and ti-iat the d
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scored- in this way formed a Guttman' sta e of high reproducibility and

(out

Results

Order Effects

There was a .mall but quite consistent order effect for the two tests.
L

This was indicated by the finding that regardless of group, those' students

who took the dictation after having .taken the copytest 'did better on the

diciation than those students who took the dictation Irst. These differ--

. a maximum possible score of 13) were . 68 ,ences in group means

1.17, 1.35, and .12 for Groups .BEG, INT, ADV,( and NS, respectively.

The same was also generally true of., the copytest with the exception of

Group ADV for whom :'the order of administration had virtually no effect.

Order differences in group means for the. copytest were .42; .67, -.04,

and .70 for vGroups B INT, ADV, and NS, respectively. However,

none of the above differences was statistically significant (E > .05) when'
. . .

tested using the t statistic and the directional alternative hypothesis that

group means would be higher for thoSe students who took a given test

second.. Therefore, all further analysis were dope without regard to order

of administration.

Item and Scale Analyses

Three different approaches were used to analyze the item and scale

charactistics of the dictatiOn and copytest (see Table 1). Since Rasch

analysis requires the-exClusion of students receiving zero or perfect scores

on .a test,- these extreme sqbjects 'were, exclOded from the analyses

three:.-approaches so. that all results_ would ..be based: on the 'same. stOdents
:. .-- .: .-

for each :Of the "tWo tests-. .T h us; data from 47 004-56- stu.dents were

1
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included in the following analyses, .of the dictation and topytest, respec-

.tively.

First, htandard psychometric indices were computed for each item

using he reliability procedure of SPSS (Hurl & Nie, 1981). The indices

em total poin

proportion of students passing each

correlation coe fitien. .

and the value of Cronbach's .ct for the entire ;cale deleting a gives. .

These analyseS indicated that both tests included. items of widely ranging

easiness (.09 < < :83 for the dictation, .11 < < .98 for the copytest)

with the first three items of each test having noticeably lower values of

r- than the remaining items of each test. It .was also found that while
I

the values of 'a if deleted" were highest for these first three items of

'each test variation in these values across items was very small.

Insert Table 1 about here

In the second approach to analyzing these scales, the Rasch model (a

one-parameter log- istic latent trail model) was used ,to fit the data gener-

ated by each of the two tests using Wright and Mead's (1977) BICAL

computer program. A one-parameter item response model was considered
,

appropriate since guessing was not a factor influencing perforlmance on the

tests (all responses were supplied by the students, not selected), the

number of subjects was relatively small, and preVious research with similar

scales,(Cziko, 1981) revealed that they resembled Guttman scales with each
.

item having similar high discriminatory povier. Dividing the examinees into

two groups (24 low scorers and 23 high for the dictation:, 30 low and 26

high for the copytest) total fit and discrimination indices were computed

A
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for each item (see Table 1): Except for the third copytest item, all-.items

provided quite acceptably, ,total fit indices which were well within three

standard error units of the expected total fit values of unity (standard

errors of expected total fit were .21 and .19 for the dictation and copy

The, Rasch sanalyes also indicated that with five

the--discrithiiiatiog power -of iteMS an

w.ereF comparable. With a value of unity

indiCking that .an item's obSei-Ved. characteristic curve' is equal in-.ste6p-

neSs to the best fitting logistic curve for all items, the, first and -thrrd

items of the dictation as iniell.vas the third copytest item were found to have

relatively flat curves while the fifth item of the dictation a d the sixth and

eighth items of the corrytest were found to have relatively steeper curves

and consequently higher discriminating power than the other items of their

respective scales.

Finally, the H. statistic formulated by Mokken (1971) was calculated

for each item using Cziko's (1984) computer program. This statistic is

similar to Loevinger's Ji. (Loevinger, 1947, 1948 in that it provides an

indi tion of scale lloMogeneity and scelability. However, whereas° Loev--

inger's H can only be used to evaluate the homogeneity or scalability of a

complete set of items, Mokken's H. provides y of evaluating each item's

contribution the homogeneity or scalability of the scale of which it is a

.part Using the criteria proposed by Mokken 185) of considering ,

values of .5 or above as evidence of strong scalability, .4 to .5 as evi-

dence of a medium scalability; and .3 to .4 indicating Weak scalability;

notice 19 "strong items, 1 "medium item, 3 "weak" items and 2 nonscale

items with H. of less than--I
found among the first three items of each test.

Again, or nonscale items were
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paring tile above three approaches to scale and item analysis,

all three showed a high degree of convergence in signalling items 1, 2,

and 3 of the dictation and items 1 and 3 of the copytest as items with a

relatively poor fit to the scale defined by the Seer items. However, while
4,

.., -
the item-total correlptioli and §calability for item 2 of the dictation were

..-

.38., .11. --==. .34) , this item nevertheless had close to

discrimination ihdiCeS according -t0 the Rasch anblysis;

the dictation and item : 8 of the..icopyteSt showed a

much steeper, discrimination curve than other items in their respective

scales, all other indices of fit for these twO items appeared quite accept-
.

able.

ndices of the reliability and homogeneity of the dictation and cOpy-

'are given in Table 2. In spite of the, fact that each test consisted of

only 13 items and that students with extreme scores were exCluded from

these analyses, all estimates of psychometric reliablity were in the range of

.82 to .90. In additon, the dictation and copytest were found to have H

values of .50 and .58, respectively, indicating that they co vrised 'what

could be consir:d strong homogeneous scales (Mokken & Lewis, 198f,

p. 422).

V&idity

Insert Table 2 about here

Two principal techniques were employed to assess the construct valid-

ity of the two language proficiency measures. These included (a) connpar-

mg the -mean dictation anicopytest scores of the four groups of students,

and'. (b) examining the orrelations, of the dictation and copytesi scores

with iother tests of English eading and listening' comprehension.
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A summary of the, performance of the four groups on the dictation

and copytest is given in Table 3. For both measures the relative magni-

,..tudes of all group means were as predicted with Group BEG scoring low-,

est, followed in order of increasing mean scores by roups INT, ADV, wand

S. Differences in means between adjacent groups w re shown to be. quite

arge w.ken divided by the Pooled standard deviation of test scores for all

four groups. The resulting ',effect size (ES) was 'well above unity for each

:Comparison with the largest valueg obtained when comparing GroupS ADV
\

,and NS. Confidence intervals of the difference between adjacent group

means (C = ;95) ranged from a lower. limit of .77 (Groups INT and ADV on

.: the copytest) to, 8.01 (Groups. ADV and; NS on the dictation). These

analyses provide evidence of the Vtilidity of the dictation and copytest in

that the ordering of the group means' was consistent with the ordering that

a valid test of English, proficiency would be expected to produce and

differences between adjacent/ group means were large and statistically..

significant. In addition; all but one student of Group NS scored 10 or

above on each test whereas the majority of students in Groups BEG and

IN:1'scored 5 or below on each test.

Insert Table '3 abet-it here

Pearson product-moment intercorrelations were compOted among the

dictation and copytest total scores, the log-.ability scores of student with

nonextreme dictation and copytest scores,' the subparts and total of tile

.IEPT (dictaion, structure, and cloze tests), and the subparts and total of

the TOEFL (listening comprehension, structure, and reading comprehension

;= tests).. The upper triangle Of Table 4 gives correlation coefficients using



all available data. Since no students from Groups ADV. or NS had recently

taken the IEPT Dr -.TOEFL; all inVolving these tests were bigsed
.:;?s

on relatively .small nyrOers of students (18:_to,25). Also, since the carre.-
t.

latibn coefficientsin the upper triangle. of _Table 4 are based on different

numbers and subgroups -of.--stUdentsrobrrelation. coefficients-based on data
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-

from the- sam,set cif'18-. studen's froin 4GrsuOs BE6 and INT- who took all

tests listed in the table. were also tomguted :and are presented in the low'er.

?'-mong the$q Cgrrettfrii s, of particular interest that both
2dictation' raw- scores and dict4tibn log ability sebies-2had-.1736

0 t "' .
0

carrelatiortis. with ,theo TO EFL listening ,icamprehensian... test ( .84.

the upper and -.74 and .82 on 'tke laWer triangle; respectively) . Similarly,

the copytest \caw scores arid -the copytest log iability_ scores earrelated qUite
. . .

. ,_ upperwell with 'the TOEFL reading comprehension test (.68 and:.67".on the upper.. . .),

and and- .70 on the latover triangle, respectively).. sa; while. the

dictation and.,cbpytest used 'completely different methods .for Senting the.

test ,text (auditory vs: visual); Correlations, between both raw. and log

ablity scores were quite high when baSed on all axiailkde data (.89 and .79

for raw scores and log .ability stoles, respectively), ...Finally, on the lowery

triangle (where the intercorrelations can be more meaningfully compared

the log. abilitY
t

since they are based the sa-Me group. of

scores of the dictation and copytest had, with Only brie exception out of 20

eamparisons, uniformly ,correlations frith' the

teSt5 than did 'the simple total (raw) stores of the dictatian and copytest.

While these differences were _not great (rangin"g:.fram--.03 to .08), they do..

-Suggest that the nal-I-linear transformations of total dictation and copytest-

shores provided by :-the Rasch analysis were better predictbrs of perfor-
_,
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Mance on otherTheasures of langauge proficiency than were the simple total
.

scores.

At' As point it seems appropriate to address two .concerns arising,

from the nature of these two novel testing procedures, ,Since Table 1

'shows a clear relationship between item:length and difficpIty for the two

scales, it ,may seem that longer items :were in general more difficult imply

ause :they presented -more _opportunities to err than :the shorter .items
(

Also, since the items raduaII y increased in lengthrthroughout each test

culminating in, .a segme -It of 19 words, these: tests may in some respeCts °

appear, mof,e like tests of short-term rrierriory', than of language prcifiCi6ncy.

While both of ,these concerns have some, validity, it is nevertheless the

case that the longer, items 'did very well in discriminating' Group NS from

all of the ESL students; For eXample, on the dictation test alt 17 Group

NS' students passed the last item while only one ESL student frorri Group

ADV did so while on the copytest 15 out of 1.7 Group NS students passed

,the last: item while only 10 ouy of 50 ESE students did so --(8 frOmir Group

ADV, 2 fripm Group INT, and 0 from Group BEG). Therefore, unless

there. is some , reason to believe that native English-speaking American

students have uniformly bettet short -terra memories than foreign students,.
.

appears more reasonable to conclude' that it is the different levels of

language knowledge represented in the sample that is -responsible for the

variation, in test scores (see Table 3). It is this knowledge which- is ,

p

necessary for the comprehension and "chunkin d of the'words in each item

which perrnit their retention in short-term memory (see Miller, 1956).
_

Also, while it cannot be denied that longer items present more opportun-

ities for error, this is also. likely the case for most mental 'tests where

more difficult. items- (e.g., reading test items requiring the integration of

Q
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many pieces of informa tion as well as inferencing Skills; mathematics pro13*-

lems req4iring many computational steRs) generally present many more
. .

opportunities foe error_ than easier items: Thus it could, i;we argued (as the

preceding validity analy,...eS suggest) that the longer items are more

cult for the liright!' reason in that they require exactly the *kin

rocessing which is made possible or

gunge and v,hich is in fact required

prodUcing language.

iffi--

of mental

by knowledge of ,the.n English Ian-.
.

in all formS. of comPreliending and

In summary, the group mean differencerbhd intercorrelations re-.

ported. in 'this section suggest that the dictation and copytest are valid

measures of language proficiency and that the Rach log ability transforma-

tions of the total; dictation and copytest scores have slightly .higher valid-
..ity as measures of language prcificienty than do the raw total scores.

these two tests. _

Re- analysis.. of Cziko (1982) Data

Since the results reported above are based on relatively small .nuM-,

`bers of students and since the dictation and copytest used the same text

segmented in identical ways, the dictation and copytesi data reported by

Cziko (1982) were re-analyzed in an attempt to- these findings

using the same method of scale analysis. These'clate were collect ed using.

a dictation and copytest based on a different text than the one used above

consisting of 14 items ranging in length from 2 to 21 wor=ds. A total of.

102 students were administered_ the dictation and ;a smaller group of 34

students took the copytest. As above, these students -repres nted begin-
tning to native-speaker proficency in English. Excluding all students with

either, perfect or zero test scores from the analyses left 87 and 33 students

for the dictation and copytest, respectively.

4
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The results of the analyses of these dictation and copytest items and

scales are presented in TableS 5Vand 6. an be seen on Table 5, all 14

iterns of the dictation and all but the second..item of..:the copytestappeared.

o. have acceptable indices of Ra5ch -fit and discrimination as as

acceptable scalability,,a5 indicated,. by c. (the standard. - errors:: of -total

expected Rasch fit were .21 and .19 for the dictation and, copytest,

speetively). While the corrected item-total point-biserial correlations (r )

the other indices Indicate that except for-
.

were lower for extreme, items,

the second copytest item, these extreme items were nonetheless homogene-

ous within their respective scales. As shown on Table 6, both tests had

estimates of psychometHe reliability ranging from .85 to .93 with high H

values of ;76 and ;61 for the dictation and copytest, respectively, indicat=

ing that both tests formed strong cumulative, homogeneous scales. With

respect to the construct validity of the dictation test, t (1981) re-

ported that group ,mean differenees and correlations with other measures of

,language proficiency (ranging from .75 to .86) supported its validity as

measure of language proficiency..

Discussion

The results Of this research have provided evidence that relatively

short scales can be constructed to provide _useful measures of language

proficiency. It appears that' such scales can be easily constructed by

manipulating the length of segments of coherent text, presenting the-
,

segments either auditorily (as for the dictation) or visually (as for the



copytest); and requiringie examinees' to write down what they recall

after the presentation of each segment.

The use of homogeneous, cumulaiive -scales to measure language

proficiency has a .number of both theoretidal and practical advantages over

most other language testing techniques. First, the Homogeneity and curriu,--,

lativeness of a .set of such items can be considered ce -of its .cinidi

mensionality a duality which is important for all measeures,of ability and

yet. has '5Oen- 'found to. be quite difficult to reliably. assess, using even

sophisticated factor analytic and latent trait procedures (spe

1983).

Second; since the items of an ability test can only be cumulative if.
,;

the scale includes items from all along- the difficulty continuum from very

easy to very difficuft, such a test can be used for Students representing fa. .

very broad range of language proficiency; ranging from very pgor to

native speaker proficiency. This cumulativeness of the items alSo.assureS
,

that an individual's total score is a good, predictor drf responses1.1.9'-eath of

the individual items. This makes test scores More direCtly comparable and.

meaningful since two individualS obtaining same total test score',on a curn'u
.. . .lative scale will have a similar pattern of responses to individual test

items. amulativene s also makes it -possible to examine'._ the response
. .. .

. patter'ns of individuals for evidence of inattentiveness to the test or cheat -.

ing. Such behavior would be indicated bil a- resiDons6' pattern eharggter:-'

ized by the failing of easy items and the passing of 'frie difficult items.
0

(see Harnisch, 1913, for a detailed discussion of unusual® item resi5onse

how the

and instruction).

cart be quantified, and their implications for testing p.
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RasCh analysis since guessing' is
.

Also., :these. scales are amenable
I . ,

4 not a factor and ^ si n with few exceptions items were found to, have con..-

. sistently high . ciiseriminatov -power. The log ability scores provided" by:

Rasch analysis c6rFelated~ in_ general more highjy other measures of

,-language proficiency than did the'raw dictation copytest spo "res..
;,

:Since the estimation of only one parameter for each item is leSS demanding .
. - .. . . -- .. , . , ,s. ., . ._.in terms Ofi the rhLimber of c;.!:,-3:(ninces required 'than two- and.: t.hree-

...... , ..,
. . ,

.

parameter iterd response models-, the Rasch Met..hbci. as eMployed .here

be .'used in settings', wh.ere relatively- small numbers of ti.idents would riiake,.
.-7 :,

.two- and threeparameter approaches inappropriate.. ; - ..

W,,..

_ . . -., -.I . .,

hile. the th:ree approaches -Used. to. analyze the ,ohatadtefisties:af-..,
' , . -. .

.., -: .... .: .,- ,' --. ,. ..

- these ,.scales ten'cled- to converge in S14nal.ling 'tfie,same items..as. suspect-,"

the corrected point-biserial item-total, correlation's were:. influenced ,by the
s ,

centrality 2P test items (alvrays ,giving' tcre'fficienis to kverY. easy or

very hard. items) while. the . Ra-c1-; and ,Mokisen indicators were not
.

influenced. Since :poi.nt7bliserial' correlations. are so inflUenced by ,i.tem

clifficitilliz,... the' kaschanillor Mokken inite,s as, used' here :a-p'pear' More, ,, ,

appropriate for analyzing ilems ;included tin a scale ofitems with--.wicily,
-

,

. ,..9

..ic ranging difficulties . , e ,.; ,i 7 : ,

.. . , ,e 5 a
o

AMong the practical advantages -of thp ,;lartguagp. -test1 g pr6cedures..;
o 0

investioatetl,,in -this research are the ease and; spaed with which these 'tests

can be scored , comparison to traditional,. scoring -methods which require -o. i
,-attention to each ir\clividual word-of the test passage. This segment -'scor-

,ing procedure is significantly faster than the usual dictation string p-ro-
,

.cedure' which treats each word, of-fhe test pasiage as 'separate item. .This

featu along_mith, ...the high reliability and-vati'd'ity ,6f the procedures
,,-

. . . - °. .

-studied in this research \.- restil . in aclecisibn; to,'repiace the traditionally
. .

. ,



eSigned dictation test of the IEPT with the dictation test used in eziko's

Finally, sinee.::the'se lang'uabev'teiting measures based_on_coherent

text, they are retatively toRonstruCt, They also allow t-eflexibility

°;.,(ssing. either written texts or dialogues ,,-depending on the type of Ian-,

",ta.' test,: While such text reconstruction tasks haVe in

past employed prirri4cily'!"written ekPository.and 'narrative 'texts; there
. ... ... ..

s. no appal-ent reason why texts, based on naturally occurring oral Ian
,k, '','. 4' q,zik ,..?. °.- ° 4..

gubg '-cpuld,not "be Used as well. ciTi'iUs;, it appears possible to
.1

.1Thglu-es, to te'sat proficier(cy in a wide&:variety of styles, dialects and
, 0

,,regislers orthe target language.

Even thOu0 both f the language testing techniques investigated in

this _research involved writing the response, there is no reason why

'oral production could not be used as the responge mode should it be ,

desirable not to involve writing. ,While' oral language production in re:-

--sponse, to auditorily, presented language has been used in tests of elicited'

imitation ,(see, e.g., Swain, bumas, & Naimpn, 1974), the authors are not

-familiar' with tests of second leanguage proficiency, that have used oral

reading tasks: Research is needed, to. determine whether such language

testing procedures; modified according to the techniques used in this

study, would have the ame desirable.. - characteristics as the dictation and

copytest procedures investigated here. If.this'is the case, we would then

have four...powerful and practical language testing procedures for measur-,

ing. language proficiency which.: involve either the auditory or visual pre-
,-

sentation of language and either writing or oral produEtion as response

modes.
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The present research has demonstrated that relatively short, cumula-i

'tive scales can provide reliable and valid measures of language proficiency.

It is hoped that this finding will encourage edsurement. specialists to

investigate ways in which such scales can b

to rya longer .consider

used to measure other cogni-

appropriate. only for the measurement of affective.variables in the .way .that

,Guttman scales have been primarily used..
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Tabie 1

Characteristicsa of Dictation and Cbpytest Items

- e

1 2
2 3
3 3
4 3
5 . 4
6 6
7 5
8 7
9 10

10 '11
11 15
12 17
13 19

1 2

2-. 3
3. 3

4 3
S 4
6 '6

7 5

8 7

9 10
10 11,

11 15'

12 17
13 19

Difficu-l-ty-Fit Disc- ruinationapb

Dictation (n=47)

.83 .19 .83 -3.05 '1.23 .70 .33

.45 .38. .82 . -.55 1.21 .93 .34

.91 .13 .83 -3.99 . 1.35 .70 .31
;62 .49 .81 =1.58 .68 1.06 .53
.49 .60 .80 = f 81 ..59 1.48 .54
.38 . 56 .80 = . 13 .73 1.05 .50
.23 .50 .81 1.04 .86 1.16 .51
.43 .59 .80 -.41- .63 1.03 .51
. . .80 -.41 .81 1.03 .47
.09 . 45 .81 3.00 .63 1.04 .64
.13 .59 .80 2.28 .29 1.06 .69
.15' .51 .81 1.99 .58 1.08 .58
.11 .48 .81 2.62 .55 1.05 .61

Copytest (n=56)

.--98: ..04 :85 .-5.157' 1.75 :99
1

.14

.91 .25 .85 .3.31 .88 1.04 ..53

.95 -.11 .86 =3.-96-. 53.:16 .02 7. -, 8 ..2,..

.63 ::: .60 .83: = . 64 : '..::, 61 -_1.01 .62--. :
-.55 .58:::83' 'H=.11 ' 70. 1.03 .:54H

;54 :.80 ;81 ..03 31 1;42 ;'71 '

;52 ;50 .84 .16 1;16 .84 -.46

;52 .- ;72' .82 ;16 l.48 .1.43 .64,

41 ..58 .83 1.00 1.05 .97. :56

23 :60 ..83 2:60 H .1..15 1.03 -50'
.18 .62 .83 3.19. .. .24 1.13 .80

.11 .41 .84 4.11 .39 1..10 .68

_;38 ;49 ..44 1;91 ::1:13 .98 ;52

Note. Data from students obtaining zero or perfect scores were ex=..
cluded from these analyes.

aDefinitions of these item characteristics are: sequence '= order of item
in passage, length = number of words in, item; g = proportion of students
passing item; r = corrected item-total point-biserial correlation; a = in-
ternal consisteiitV of test with item deleted; fit = Rasch total mean-square
fit; discrimination = Rasch item discrimination; H. = Mokken index of item
homogeneity.
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Talle 2

Reliability and Homogeneity of Dictation air Copytest Scale

Characteristic Dictation Copytest

Cronbach's a .82 .84.

Spearman-Brown split-
half reliability .86 85

Guttman split-half ;--

reliability .86 .86,

Guttman largest X 86 . 90

h.

Note. The data of the: same.,students intluded in Table 1 were.inclu

in. these, analyses.



Table 3

Sults

.0:111111r: ;an 1111110111111-

Group° -Lower limit: Upper limit

Dictation

BEG

INT

13. .1.00

.12 3.42 1.3'8

ADV 25 5.88 2.54

NS 17 12.59 ..87-:. .

1.31 3.63

1.33 .86 4.06

3.63 5.41 8.61

°

Cop tes

BEG 2.54 1.66

INT 12 5.00 - 1.95

ADV 25 7.48 "2.58

NS 17 12.12 1.11

.97

7'

3;29

4.19

5.99;

Not(;. Data from'all students were includetrin,
- 7';

aES for adjacent group means was, calctilated by subtractiffg mean o.

the less proficient, group from the mean of the more proficient. group_ and

dividing- this difference by the pooled standard deviation _of test scores for

all four. groups.
, bThese estimated limits are for adjacent means shown on rows immediately °'

above and below t e rpw..on° which the limits are ,given.
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_I t correlations Among Measures of Language PrOficitncy,

Listening tests

Test 1 2 3

Reading tests

8 9 10 11 12

-7Dictagoil=t,atal .S9t4.)L.49 t28

2 Dictation log abilfty .98, -- :'.27(18) 32(18)

3, IEPTdittation :23. .27 1, .64(23)

4". TOE listening.

comOrehension': .74 .82
1

6)=1,17(-25)==41(2

.h(47) 79(46), .62(18) .77(18) .46(18) .59(18)- .68(18) .68(18);

.47(25) .29(22) .75(25), .55(25) 62(23) .58(23) .81(25) .68(23)

rimmo ramm.00 allimrsaV wormwm0

5 'CoOte'St. total 30 -. 34

,6 Copytest,:log ability .33

EPT structure a55 -.62

:49 .45(23) .32(22) .90(23 .71(23) .69(23)* .74(23) 89(23)

.40 35 .99(56) .56(25) 59(25) .35(23) ..68(23) .61(25)

.38. .99 .43(22) .57(22) .37(22) .67(22) .50(22)

4 .52 57 no 73(25) .84(23) .80(23) .7(25) .94(23)

.63 -,,55 , .63 ;68 ;, ' .65(23) ;85(25) .80(23)I EPT.Cloze 74 .'77 :;34.

TOEFLStricture

10. TOEFL reading

comPrihenSion ..52

11. . I EPT. total .63 .68 ~ 31._

89(23)

56(23).

52(22)

.42-

I

.7'3(23)", .83(28) .89(23)

.70' .87

64 .96

-.60 .93

. .

12 _ .61 .68 .58

.84(23) .93(23)

.94(23)

.89 .96 93

. S -
4;

Each .coeffiCient above the main diagonal includes all students with non-missing data fcir the two tests1/4,(the number"of

students,for ekif cdefficient is given in parentheses). Each coefficidiibelow the diagonal incIdes the same 18 students from

Group BEG and, INT. for.'whom testscores on a tests were ivailble. All correlation coefficients' greater than .39 were signifi

';,cantly -greater, than zero; (a
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Table 5

Re- Analysis of Characteristics of Dictation and Copytest Items from Data

Collected by Cziko (1982)

Sequence Length -'Diffict.Ay Fi Discrimination Hi)

'Dictatibh (n=87)

1 2 .94 .18 .91 -7.69 .49 1.13 .68
2 ,4 ;80 35 91 -5.70 .61 1.1.4 .78.
3 . 4 .68 .51 .90 -4.25 .34 1.14 .89
4 6 .39' .68 .89 -.99 .88 1.03 .79
5 5 .33 .75 .89 -.34 .42 1.03 .81
6 8 .25 .52 .90 ..68 1.36 .95 .53

-7 8 .25 .78 .89 .68 .32 1.03 .78
8 7 .22 .77 .89 1.19 .36 1.03 .77
9 10 21 36 .89 1.37 .38 1.03 i : .76

10 10 20 .81 89 1.56 .22 1.03 .81
11 13 .18 32 .89 135 .33 1.03 .74
12 14' .11 ¶60 .90 3.02 .31' 1.04 .76
13 18 .10 .62 .90 3.25- .17 1.04 .83
14 21 .02 .27 .90 - 5.47 .19 1.02; .76

Copytest (n=33)

1 2 .94 .43 .84 =4.62 .13 1.08 .84
2 4 .85 .14 .86 -2.89 3.73 -.14 .19
3 4 .88 ,.62 ..83 -3.38 .12 1.08 .87
4 6 .73 ,.5g .83 =1.48 .74 1.00 .62

5 .76, .52 .84 -1.77 .99 .93 .57
6 8 .39 .57 .83 1.03 .64 .-87 .61
7 8 .61 .70 .82 -.49 .44 1.33 .69
8 7 :67 .68 .83 -.96 .44 1.30 .68
9 10 .52 .72 .82 .17 .41.. 1.45 .71

°.10 .10 - .18 .40 .84 2.76 .65 1.09 .59
11 13 .42 .62 .83 .81 .56 1.20 .64
12 14' .27 .29 .85 1.94 1.56 .91 .37

13 18 .06 '.3.3 .85 4.44 .16 1.04 .74
14 21 .06 .1.7 .85 4.44 1.72 1.04 .39

Note.:: Data from students obtaining zero or perfect.7,.scores Were ex=

cluded from these analyses. See note of Table 1 lbr definitions of item

characteristics.
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Table 6

Re-Analysis of Reliability and Homogeneity of Dictation and.Copytest Scales

from Data Collected by Cziko 1982)

Characteristic Dictation

Croribach's a

Spearman-Brown split-half
reliability

Guttrrlan split-half
reliability

Guttman s' largest A

Loevinger's H

;90

.92

;93

.76

Copytest

;85

.89

.91

.61

,.

Note. The data of the same students included in Table 3 were included
w.in these analyse's.
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atlild- animals % used to wander / over =our country / in uncounted

numbers. / Today ,these animal

extent . Some ammais hay

populations / have decreased to -a great

Fie

advance of human

African continent / once covered with big game such as elephant, buffalo,
; -

and antelope. / d n Central and South America, where animals were once

thought safe, they are now threatened: / In the last three centuries,

over two hundred ,species of mammals, birds, and reptiles ',have become

civilization. The same story can be told in the

extinct. Our wild animals are being swept from the land, the' birds

from the air, the fish' fromthe sea.

° Note.: The boundaries of the 13 segments items of the test passage

are indicated by lines.
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